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THURS: KC/Oak  
- 47, 25/22, KC- 3 
- FADE THURS NIGHT FOOTBALL 
- Chiefs should roll, Hunt very much in play here, Gordon just destroyed them and he’s 

less effective 
- Make or break spot for the Raiders, lose and they are 2-5 with a 4 game losing streak on 

their hands.  
 
 
TB/BUF 
No Total (Waiting on Winston news) 

- BUF--  
- BUF- 2, 8, 14, 7 
- Interesting note from Warren Sharp and Evan Silva that not all teams perform the 

same coming out of the bye, in fact, some teams are out of rhythm -- ATL, DEN 
both struggled in week 6 

- BUF coming out of the bye at home, should be in a good spot, TB traveling back 
and forth across the country and games in BUF have been insanely low scoring, 
allowing only one TD and 14 pts at home this year 

- I do have interest in Mike evans, especially if EJ gaines doens’t play, we say how 
AJ green was able to dice this team up 

- TB- 28, 7, 32, 4 
- No Clay, likely no Matthews, who is going to take advantage of this Bucs def? 
- I think Nick O Leary is interesting, he was targetted a little after clay left in week 

5, we could go to Zay Jones, but the kids has cuaght 5 of 23 tgts this year,  
- LeSean McCoy is the only weapon that they have to stop, who is projectable 

 
JAX/INDY 
No total, JAX -3 

- JAX- 1, 28, 3, 24 in AFPA, clearly not a good spot for Brisset 
- If we knew who was going to get volume in the backfield, it may be an interesting 

spot, but Frank Gore and Robert Turbin have been splitting snaps here- only 
39% snap rate for Gore, 32% for Turbin Monday night but Gore lead team in total 
opps 

- And we know that Mack is the most talented -- nearly 10 ypc last two games 
- JAX still giving up well over 100 yds per game, but you can’t safely go here 

- INDY- 30, 24, 21, 30  
- Colts have allowed 32.5 points per game, on average, more than 30 pts total 

higher than nearest def 
- Allowing 114 rush yds per game, over 4 ypc 
- Fournette getting 6+ ypc in last two games, best on the year, because of the 

burst runs, not that good in earlier in the season about 3+ 
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- We have to be aware that outside of some big runs, the colts have limited teams 
to about 3.5 yards per carry, very likely that this is the case when you are 
attached to Bortles who is terrible 

 
 
 
TEN/CLE 
No Total  TEN -7 

- After last night’s game, this spread is goign to move, TEN will close the week closer to 
8.5 

- No one knows who is playing QB for the Browns, there is no good answer 
- TEN-- 31, 21, 31, 20  
- Allowing massive production to WR, but we ssaw last night Logan ryan is capable of 

shutting down your best WR, did it with TY and the front 7 is good at limiting your 
passing game 

- I can’t touch any Browns to be honest, waste of energy 
- CLE-  32, 13, 18, 32 
- Mariota is still hurt, let’s be really clear about this, he was more willing to take a sack last 

night than I’ve ever seen 
- No rushign yards for the first time all year, but went for 300 yds and touchdown 
- Have to like some of the pass catchers here -- decker and Matthews both in play, now, I 

don’t know how they will line up with McCourty but I will find out later in week 
- Favorite pass catcher-- Delanie Walker, still hasn’t popped this year, but this couldn’t be 

a better spot for him 
 
NYJ/MIA 
38.5, 17/21, MIA - 4 

- Ugh, why do we have to love you Jay Ajayi? 
- NYJ-- 27, 31, 28,  27 
- Listen, MIA at home opportunity to go back to what works for them, which is undoubtedly 

hammering the run, in wins this year Ajayi has 25+ carries, correlation or causation? 
- BTW, still no TDs this year, he’s  
- The real frustrating thing here is that it feels like they know how to stop him, last two 

games he’s average 1.45 ypc and 2.68 ypc, and in general teams the second time 
around in divisional games  

- Issue I have here is the same I always have, attaching my RB to poor QB play, and Jay 
is piss poor MIA is averaging 12 pts per game worst in the league, do you really want  

SEA/NYG 
38.5, 22/16, SEA-6 

- I’ll be clear, I think this game is kind of a stay away 
- I expect that the hawks will come out of the bye with more momentum to stop the run 

and pass, building on Rams game 
- As for the hawks, we could go to the RB here but who would we start 
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- The best play from this game is and will be Jimmy Graham 
- NYG have allowed 31st most pts to the TE in the league, end of story 

 
BAL/MINN 
39.5, 17/22, MINN -4.5  

- Keenum isn’t bad, nor is mckinnon  
- Against the Ravens who are 13, 24, and 6...seems like a mediocre spot for the passing 

game, decent spot for McKinnon however, we saw what they allowed to Howard, they 
issue is that McKinnon isn’t even close to the same style of runner - he’s a far smaller 
guy and much less of a bruiser 

- If we look at this the comp is defeinitely like  a Gio/Mixon who were realteively successful 
here, the issue I have is that I think the Ravens are going to clamp down on the rush, 
they got gashed, they are going to try and prevent that in week 7 

- Dont bother with baltimore 
 
CAR/CHI 
40.5, 22/18.5, CAR -3.5 

- Bears at home, but Carolina is favored, this feels like might be a stay away too 
- Car does not rank lower than 15 against any position, Bears will only run the ball 
- Bears DEF is almost better in some ways than Carolina- 15, 16, 4, 18 to the core 

positions 
- I think Cam’s good performances were a bit fluky and the Bears have allowed a very low 

success rate on deep balls on 34%,  
- I’d like to think that perhaps McCafery is in play but the bears have only allowed 5 rec for 

33 yards and who knows how many touches he will get 
- Don’t force it 

 
CIN/PITT 
41, 18/24 Pitt -5 

- I think this game is low scoring- Not gonna lie- last year in Heinz it was 16-10, we saw 
tomlin’s willingness to grind it out 

- Cinci- 7, 12, 7, 4 and PItt -- 5, 10, 5, 5 
- These two teams are built on defense 
- We’ve seen how bad the Cinci oline is, and they allowed 9.2% adjsack rate and Pitt got 

home to Alex Smith, well the Chiefs have the same exact adj sack rate, same deal 
- Thing is -- you have elite players here-- but lets go through performacnes 

- Bell-- 17, 6, 13, 44 
- 44 points was all the way back in 2014 

- Brown-- 7.3, 5.9, 12, 13, 28 
- Again blow up was in 2014, hasn’t had a big game since then 

- Green -- 4, 22, 23, 10, 32 
- AJ has been the best piece of all of these WRs, but if we look at this pass 

def v last year it’s much better and the truth is  
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- Last note on this game-- dre kikpatrick and adam jones are injured, they are limited and 
haven’t been in practice, if we get those two out, or one out, we may have to go with AB 
here, changes everything  

 
 
DEN/LAC 
42, 20/21 LAC -1 

- CJA gashed these guys in week 1, 120 yards big bounceback for him 
- LACH-- 9, 25, 25, 2 in afpa 
- DEN-- 10, 3, 8, 27 
- I want hunter henry, snaps are up, tgts are up and the pass game will flow through him 

this week, seems to set up well 
- AS for CJA idk, there is certainly some merit to thinking that they will be ready for this 

ground game, and it sputtered hard last week, that said charagers allow most ru yds in 
NFL per game… Can you stop him? I dont think they can and we have to be willing to go 
back to him in the bounce back here on the road. 

 
ARI/LAR 
47, 21/24.5 LAR- 3.5 

- ARI- 25, 13, 31, 13--  Pat peterson is going to play, will he shadow Sammy Watkins? 
Probably, if he does, then I want robert woods 

- Woods leads this team in targets, receptions, air yards, and tgt share-- I’m not too proud, 
the dude has been very good lately and the truth is he was efective last year in Buffalo 

- As far as AP- this is going to be a tough one, Bucs defense was better on paper than 
Rams no doubt, but there are a few things working against him-- on film, on the road 

- He faces a D- that is -- 8 , 32, 14,16 across the positions and while Fournette had a big 
game on that one busted run the thing is we haven’t seen a back since zeek go ham on 
this defense 

- Here’s why I’m bearish on AP, the Cards lead the entire game, that’s why they gave him 
so many touches, he won’t catch any passes and doens’t really have the burst to get to 
the house, plus it’s chasey 

- AS for Gurley-- I don’t think we can go here- he’s been great but this def is attackable 
thorugh air- rank 13 against the RB, solid  

 
DAL/SF 
47, 26.5/20.5, DAL-6 

- Zeke not playing? We can definitely fire up some Dez and some Alf or whoever 
- If he does play its a grear spot for him 
- Eitehr way Dak is one of my favorite Qbs on the week 
- SF- 24-30-21-3 
- As for SF- I’m interested in garcon and Hyde, cowboys Def has been rough 
- They are 26-- 27-- 20-- 14 
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- Garcon continues to dominate TGT share and Hyde would be the go to goal line back, 
add to that, cowboys allow a lot in the way of receving to RBs 

 
NO/GB 
47.5, 26/21, NO - 6 

- I’m in love with a man named Michael Thomas this week 
- Listen- Brees and the Saints had a rough go of it, but the pack is 22 in AFPA to the WR 

and allow a sizeable amount of production to the WR1 
- RThere are 4 injuries to starting D backs on this team--- 44444444--- house, king, 

Burnett, rollins they are in trouble with Mike Thomas 
- Now as for the backs, I don;t mind going to Kamara/Ingarm,  
- Wait and see on pack offense, hundely is not good and I have no idea how good this 

ainst team could be, they have been solid in 2 straight weeks 
-  

 
ATL/NE 
55, 29/25, NE-4 

- It’s julio time, I don’t wanna hear anything else I don;t want to hear questons or 
complainst, the stars are aligning, squeaky wheel treatment, Julio has been uner used 
and now he gets the 28th ranked d in AFPA, there is no reason not to go ehre 

- Ryan in a great spot as well 
- I think ALLL running backs are in play in GPPs and I think the laskc of clairty with 

butcher ownerrhsip here- but both of these teams are 27 and 28 to the RB in afpa 
respectively, you are obviously v unclear about the pats backs but we know james white 
is somewhat in play at all times, and we know that Devonta freeman will probably get a 
nice bounce back week here 

 
MON: WAS/PHI 
48.5 22/26.5 PHI-4.5 

- I wanna watch this game but I’ll be honest, I have 0 understadning of how to project it 
beyond alshon jeffery and zach ertz 

- I like him off of Norman and I love ertz against some of the worst TE def in the 
leaguehere but I cant trust any of the Wash pass catchers here  

- These defenses can be good but also brutal, the RB situation is hard to parse out for 
both sides and Chris thompson isnt going to gash this team like he has with other 
opponents, 

- ON Philly-- Blount gets most of the work but Was has been good against backs here top 
ten in afpa 
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